
Invisible 

Woman 

Real Name: Susan Storm Richards 

 

Appearance:  

 

Gender female  

Race Human  

Radiation Height 5'6 

Weight 120 lb  

Eye color blue  

Hair color Blond 

 

Work Occupation  

Member of the Fantastic Four, financial 

manager for Fantastic Four Inc, occasional 

model and actress  

Base:  Pier Four, New York City 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 

Powers and Abilities:  

Can become invisible at will (even to non-visible portions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum), can make other objects and individuals invisible, forcefield generation and 
manipulation, can make invisible things visible, extremely fine forcefield control capable 
of making them either visible or invisible, and in any shape or size she can imagine 
(limited by her power, for example she can't make a planet-size forcefield, at least I don't 
think so), forcefield control effectively simulates energy constructs, telekinesis, 
and flight, can absorb and redirect light, can make an enemy's eyes invisible, blinding 
them. Her forcefields can block telekinesis, telepathy and other psionic powers, and 
exotic dimensional/spacetime abilities, at least to some extent. 

 

http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/102-invisibility
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/87-forcefield
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/108-telekinesis
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/86-flight-levitation
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/38-absorption
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/47-speed-of-light


Weaknesses: She is only peak human in stats without her force fields, if she 

loses concentration her force fields will dissipate. 

 
Destructive Capacity: Planet level+ (comparable to The Thing and Human Torch due 
to sometimes being considered the most powerful Fantastic Four member), many of her 
attacks ignore conventional durability 

 
Range: Several kilometers 

 

 
Speed: Peak human, significantly faster when traveling on her forcefield 
constructs, hypersonic+ reactions (at least 4-digit mach) 

 
Durability: Peak human, small planet level+ with her forcefields 

 
Strength: Peak human, can amp herself to 100+ tons with forcefields 

 
Stamina: Above peak human 

 
Standard Equipment: Her suit, which is specially made so it can turn invisible along 
with her. 

 
Intelligence: Very good HtH combat skills, experienced with using her powers and 
fighting many different types of foes, good leadership ability (she often acts as the 
leader of the FF when Reed isn't available) 

 
Notable Attacks/Techniques: 
 
- Brain Bubble: Sort of a misnomer, as this technique refers to creating a forcefield 
anywhere inside of the opponent's body (usually the head) and expanding it, causing 
them to explode from the inside 
 
- Suffocating Bubble: Creates a forcefield around the opponent's face or head, cutting 
them off from oxygen and causing them to pass out. Usually used as a non-lethal 
method to subdue an opponent 

- Sphere barrage: Fires a barrage of sphere-shaped forcefields that can trip up an 
opponent or impact them with kinetic energy 

- Spike ball: Creates a spherical forcefield around herself, then creates many sharp 
spikes all over it, impaling anyone or anything nearby 

- Compression: She can create a forcefield around a target and compress it, producing 

http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/146-peak-human
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/8-character-profiles/1484-character-profile-the-thing
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/8-character-profiles/1451-character-profile-human-torch
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/36-hypersonic
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/66-reactions
http://www.outskirtsbattledomewiki.com/index.php/13-general-obd-terms/163-hth-melee


pressure approaching that of a black hole 

- Blinding: She can make an opponent's eyes invisible, rendering them blind for as long 
as she wishes 

 
   

 


